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Business Enterprise Upward Mobility Training 

 

BSVI is committed to ensuring that all BE licensed Operators have access to 

necessary upward-mobility training opportunities.  Below is guidance on how upward 

mobility training will be provided on an annual basis. 

 

Future Upward Mobility Training Opportunities  

BSVI’s goal is to provide at least 4 upward mobility trainings annually (October 1 – 

September 30).  The Annual Operator Statewide training will represent two upward 

mobility training credits. Operators will receive one upward mobility certificate for each 

day of attendance.  Upward mobility trainings provided or sponsored by BSVI will be in 

line with the federal standard for upward mobility training, which is defined as: training to 

enable a ‘BE Operator’ to achieve increased skill levels necessary for transfer and 

promotion to more complex facilities.  Also eligible for credit will be the renewal of the 

ServSafe manager certification and attendance at OVRC meetings without limit.  Credit 

will be issued upon request upon proof/verification of attendance. 

All communication regarding future upward mobility training opportunities will 

clearly detail if an upward mobility certificate will be issued at the completion of the 

training.   Credit for upward mobility trainings that are NOT provided or sponsored by 

BSVI will be granted if the training is pre-approved by the BE Training Manager as being 

eligible and upon submitting proof of attendance such as conference agenda, registration, 

and receipt. 

CPR and First Aid certifications and renewals of same are not eligible for upward 

mobility credit. 

 

Other Trainings Opportunities 

BSVI will also continue to support the overall continued education and training 

needs for all BE licensed Operators, regardless of an operator’s goal to promote to a more 

complex facility.  To provide this support, the BE Training Manager will routinely 

disseminate notices of training opportunities designed to maintain vendor skill levels and 

improve current business operations.  All communication regarding other training 

opportunities, which are not considered upward mobility, will be clearly stated in the 

individual training announcement.  
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